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“Every traveler has a home of his own, 
and he learns to appreciate it the more 
from his wandering” 
   - Charles Dickens 
 

 Finally after much yearning and 

rigorous planning to spend dedicated 
time with one another, the enthusiastic 
Thomasian rheumatologists’ grand 
alumni homecoming pushed through on 
May 5, 2019 at the Golden fortune 
seafood restaurant in Seascape village, 
Pasay City from 5pm until 9pm. 
 The program started with an 
audiovisual presentation (avp) looking 
back through the years of the alumni. 
Reminiscences brought fun and laughter 
as they turned back time and later also 
became nostalgic. The first few parts of 
the avp enthralled the alumni as they 
reminisced how they fought through the 
challenge of the training years. An avp 
tribute to the father and mentor of 
Thomasian rheumatologists, Dr. Tito P. 
Torralba, came next. The remaining 
parts of the presentation showed 
individual photos of the alumni. 
 The program proper started 
after the tribute presentation. Drs. 
Andrei Rhoneil Rodriguez and Harold 
Michael Gomez emceed the mini-
program.  
 “You must strive to be 
excellent”, an inspirational advice from 
Dr. Tito P. Torralba. 
 

 
 

 
Dr. Tito P. Torralba and wife, Dr. Lina D. Torralba 
before the speech. 
 

  A representative from each 
batch was called in front the entire 
alumni group to deliver an inspiring 
message or stories regarding the past to 
present experiences and future 
endeavors. This part of the program has 
turned the dining area in a state of 
cachinnation. 
 

 
Dr. Noel G. Perez, delivering a message on 
behalf of his batchmates for the alumni. 
 
 
 



 

 
Dr. Inocencio Alejandro, also a rheumatologist 
from UST delivering his message for the alumni 
& Dr. Tito Torralba. 
 

 Also seated at the mentors’ table 
was our dear Chief Dr. Sandra V. 
Navarra, joined by Drs. Caroline Arroyo, 
Roger Dulos, Edgar Ramiterre, Lyndon 
Llamado, and Julie Li-Yu. 
 

 
The latest batch of Rheumatology fellows with 
the mentor, Dr. Tito P. Torralba with Drs. 
Lyndon Llamado, Julie Li-Yu, and Inocencio 
Alejandro. 

 
 A total of 63 successful 
rheumatology graduates made this 
activity a truly inspiring one from year 
1987 up to the present. As the family 
grows larger, so is our undisputed aim 
of bringing excellent care for our 
rheumatic disease patients. Here and 
around the world, the Thomasian 
rheumatologists are amongst the best. 

 
 
 

 
The family of Thomasian rheumatologists as 
they candidly pose for a one big-shot. 

 
 
The program ended up with a gift from 
the heart for Dr. Tito P. Torralba. This 
once – and hopefully many times – in a 
lifetime event will be cherished forever 
by the UST Rheumatology alumni. 
 

*** 
 

“We wander in our thousands over the 
face of the earth, the illustrious and the 

obscure, earning beyond the 
seas our fame, our money, or only a crust of 

bread; but it seems to me 
that for each of us going home must be like 

going to render an account. 
We return to face our superiors, our kindred, 

our friends--those whom we 
obey, and those whom we love; but even they 

who have neither, the most 
free, lonely, irresponsible and bereft of ties,--

even those for whom 
home holds no dear face, no familiar voice,--

even they have to meet the 
spirit that dwells within the land, under its sky, 

in its air, in its 
valleys, and on its rises, in its fields, in its waters 

and its trees--a 
mute friend, judge, and inspirer.”  

 
― Joseph Conrad, Lord Jim 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2578988

